DRAFT MINUTES: ELECTIONS COMMITTEE 12/21/21

8:30pm-est start time delayed by 1 hour due to committee member availability

11:30p-est time set to adjourn

10pm-est Tues., 1/4/2022 is set as the next meeting (on zoom).

X  Bill Crosier
    Susan Dasilva
    Venessa Dixon Briggs
    Dee Dee Halleck
    X  William Heerwagon
    X  Susie Moreno
    X  Lawrence Reyes
    X  Shawn Rhodes
    X  Jeanine Rohn
    X  Akio Tanaka
    Andrea Turner

Motion failed:
    Whereas Pacifica abrogated the vote of the members in the the KPFK Delegate election by disqualifying 4 Delegate candidates;
    Be it hereby resolved, that Pacifica reinstate the four KPFK listener candidates who was disqualified by the NES, and re-tabulate the election results.

    Bill Crosier (Y ), William Heerwagon (N ), Susie Moreno ( N ), Lawrence Reyes (N ), Shawn Rhodes ( N ), Jeanine Rohn ( N ), Akio Tanaka ( Y )
    Yes (2) ; No (5); Abstain ( )

Public Comment interspersed.

New Business: Discussion of need to reword the earlier passed motion of the EC to PNB requesting candidate statements stay posted and NES report be made available online; traffic reports for carts; Cleaned mailing lists and email lists and lists of ballot requests and Fair Campaign violations, etc.. The motion will be worked on at the next EC meeting

Adjourned. (11:28pm-est)